Photon Sound Beam compared to Other Instruments:
PSB vs Rife Technology
PSB vs Photon Genie, Photon Genius, LBG, and the BCX Ultra

Photon Sound Beam vs Rife Technology
Since 1988 we have been educating, developing, and promoting a wide variety of Vibrational
Energy Instruments. We have extensive background in both allopathic and holistic medicine and
offer full health consultations and technical support. Our focus has always been to evolve an
instrument beyond basic Rife Technology. This is why we have been continually advancing the
instrumentation of the Photon Sound Beam -- now a time-tested comprehensive Lymphatic Rife &
Lakhovsky Technology.
In Electro-Medicine delivery is everything! The key is to use direct-contact applicators with
biological plasma-electricity AND high-harmonic frequencies to fully penetrate the body’s subtle
and gross energy pathways which enhances the delivery and bio-availability of a treatment.
The internet is full of information on Rife Technology created by many different makers, but they
do not use Electric Plasma Tubes to deliver Rife Frequencies and other frequencies -- which is the
core value of the Photon Sound Beam (PSB). “Rife Technology” as most people understand does
not go beyond the allopathic model to simply eliminate the pathogens. The Photon Sound Beam is
allopathic and holistic. It eliminates the pathogens while deeply cleansing and nourishing the
body for long-term regenerative & rejuvenating values.
There are 2 types of Rife Technology:
• Classical Rife/Bare Broadcast Instruments -- modern versions of Rife’s Beam Tube which
use Radiowave Plasma Tubes to broadcast at a distance
• Rife/Crane Frequency Generators which use skin-contact Metal Rods or Metal/Gel Pads to
conduct an electrical current which does not match the extremely low micro-current of the
body
Classical Rife/Bare Broadcast: There are severe limitations with any broadcast instrument with
signal loss and signal distortion through our electromagnetic & cell phone-polluted environment -even with a CB rectilinear amplifier. Also, this high wattage radiowave broadcast may be harmful
to delicate heat-sensitive neurology. We and several others including a kinesiological group of 30
years in San Diego have always tested a deleterious effect with a body response to Rife/Bare
broadcast instruments.
Rife/Crane Frequency Generators: We have referred to this Rife Technology as “dinosaur
technology” since the early 1990’s because of a frequency impedance problem.* This Metal
Rod/Pad delivery system uses an electrical current which does not match that of our bodies and it
can only travel along the main energy channels without adequate penetration and without any
lymphatic cleansing.

*Ed Skilling and Robert Beck first made contemporary Metal Rod/Pad units in the 1980’s and
the specs were published for anyone to copy. When we met with Ed Skilling in the late 80’s he
said that metal (or gel pad) to-skin-contact “distorts the frequency because of a skin impedance
problem”. That’s why he introduced his close-contact RF Sound Probe in 1988 which is now
a component of the Photon Sound Beam.
The primary difference between basic Rife Technology and the Photon Sound Beam is that these 2
types of “Rife Technology” do not provides lymphatic & tissue cleansing which is fundamental to
any health issue. Secondly, it has 2 components which work in synergy to deliver extremely pure
and bio-available Rife Frequencies, brainwave and other frequencies. It expands an aggressive
allopathic technology to include cleansing and nourishing for more universal, curative, preventative
and creative health benefits.
The new Photon Sound Beam is a comprehensive Lymphatic Rife and Lakhovsky Instrument.
The Photon Sound Beam effectively delivers a full-harmonic spectrum of Rife, brainwave and
other frequencies with 2 Components:
• Noble Gas Plasma Tubes (Electrically Ionized & RF Enhanced, Xenon/Argon/Krypton)
• Radio Frequency Sound Probe (Dual Crystal Oscillators, Lakhovsky Technology)
NOTE: The PSB XII is our most popular personal-use /clinical model. The PSB Infinity RF is our
clinical model, and adds a Radiowave Ionization option with full-frequency selection and
programming.
The Photon Sound Beam delivers plasma-electricity and radiowave signals directly to every cell in
the body with direct skin-contact glass applicators. This quickly removes all the blockage & barrier
issues and opens-up all the energy and information pathways. It deeply cleanses and oxygenates
the body’s tissues & fluids while de-congealing stagnant lymph. And this allows the frequencies to
effectively integrate into the body to rapidly affect change. This also prevents a negative
detoxification response from pathogen die-off during a treatment. Plasma-Electricity delivers
electricity at the level of the cell by a process called electrical disassociation which restores the
electrically negative (-) charge to cell membranes which is weakened from acid conditions in the
body.
At the same time the PSB’s RF Sound Probe also devitalizes the pathogens and re-establishes the
ideal cellular resonance and polarity of all the healthy cells. This unique component of the Photon
Sound Beam is based upon the lengthy scientific research of Georges Lakhovsky in the 1920’s,
who demonstrated -- well before Raymond Rife’s work -- that a radiowave frequency broadcast
with high harmonics always proved better in treating cancer. The RF Sound Probe delivers a
harmonically-rich radiowave broadcast applied directly to the body or at a close distance. The RF
Sound Probe has 2 quartz crystal oscillators (in Phi Ratio) and delivers extremely pure & highharmonic frequencies deep into the body with a unique, highly-scalar RF broadcast antenna.
Our completely upgraded Photon Sound Beam is a comprehensive wrap-around technology and
are a profound improvement over any type of Rife Technology. This is why since 1994 our vastly
upgraded Photon Sound Beam has consistently provided a rapid and universal response from
anyone, for any issue, at any level of health!

Photon Sound Beam vs Other
Instruments
Photon Genie, Genius, TeslaStar, LBG, BCX Ultra
The Photon Genie was created in the late 1990's and is essentially a re-make of the prototype
1994 Inert Gas Sound Probe designed by Ed Skilling in 1994. At this same time it was re-named
the Photon Sound Beam by Integrated Healing Systems having promoting Ed Skilling’s Sound
Probe beginning in 1988. The Sound Probe is now an upgraded component of all our Photon Sound
Beam models.
In the late 1990’s, Ed Skilling hired an engineer to add an additional output coil for the glass
Plasma Tubes to a 1994 PSB Prototype unit and called it the Photon Genie. By this time we had
upgraded our technical base with a team of engineers from Sedona Arizona -- who have been
dramatically evolving the 1994 Prototype PSB ever since. We now offer a full line of plasmaelectrical/RF Photon Sound Beams. (See Photon Sound Beam: Contemporary History)
The Photon Genie has an additional high voltage coil but otherwise it has the same circuitry as
the 1994 PSB Prototype still be sold by other companies and still absent basic control features
common to most contemporary electro-medical instruments.
The Photon Genie is factory-manufactured in Japan and its users have reported no support for
repairs, and consequently have had to buy a new unit at price exceeding $3000. Integrated
Healing Systems offers lifetime technical support and a 2 year warranty. Our most popular
(clinical/personal-use) Photon Sound Beam XII has much more evolved instrumentation for 100’s
of dollars less.
Since the early 1990’s the Photon Sound Beam has been continually evolved now with over
20 upgrades in circuitry, control features and hardware, including it heavy duty, triple gas Bi-Phasic
Plasma Tubes. It has been greatly advanced in overall value and long term benefits by
incorporating important control features such as Pulse Rate Control, Frequency Selection and
Frequency Sweep which are important in enhancing regeneration and most importantly in overcoming body accommodation -- a fundamental problem in electro-medicine.
Our personal-use/clinical Photon Sound Beam XII our clinical PSB Infinity RF have been our
premier instruments since 2005 and were preceded by our PSB VIII , PSB VII and the 1994 PSB
Prototype.
The Photon Genie, Photon Genius, and the Light Beam Generator have:
• No Frequency Selection (728 Hz Universal Rife Frequency ONLY)
•

No Pulse-rate Control (found to enhance regeneration)

•
•

Argon-ONLY Plasma Tubes – the PSB has a Triple Gas Tube (Xenon/Argon/Krypton)
No advancements in Noble Gas Applicators -- Both the LBG and Photon Genie are limited
by the use off-the-shelf glass tubes. The LBG output has limited penetration (wattage) of
the cup- shaped glass applicator. NOTE: The Genie uses painted glass tubes for use in
neon signs which obstructs the transmission of the elemental color frequencies and subtle
energies generated from ionizing the Noble Gases. The “magic” of this type of any Plasma
Electrical instrument is the use of the remarkable media inside the glass applicators for
transmitting frequencies: a near vacuum-state with electricity and Noble Gases.

ABSENT in the Photon Genie, Photon Genius, BCX Ultra and the Light Beam Generator –
The Photon Sound Beam XII has:

•

Electrically Ionized Glass Plasma Tubes with 3 Noble Gases (Xenon/Argon/Krypton) for
lymphatic and tissue cleansing

•

12 Frequency Selections including a 36 Frequency Sweep of Priority Rife & Brainwave
Frequencies, and dial selections for 4 Universal Rife and 5 Classical Cancer/Viral
Frequencies, Alpha and Theta

•

Advanced RF Sound Probe (called the Flat Pack for the Genie) -- the most harmonicallyrich frequency emitter of any technology available, in our opinion. It has 2 quartz crystal
oscillators at 25 and 40 Megahertz -- broadcasting 2 Carrier RF signals in Phi Ratio which
carry harmonically-rich Sound Frequencies, Brain Wave Frequencies, and Rife Frequencies
up to 10,000 Hz. It also uses an advanced Scalar Broadcasting Antenna.

•

Individual Pause and Pulse Controls – can be used to harmonize with breath and heart
rates and prevents body-accommodation, Pulsation Rates have been shown to affect
regeneration rates in experiments with salamander neurology and the re-growing of
tails.

•

Heavy Duty construction including non-conductive components such as hardwood
console sides to maximize plasma-electrical output, and extra thick high voltage cords &
protectors

•

20 Upgrades in Circuitry and Features since 1996 beyond 94 PSB Prototype & Photon
Genie

The Photon Genius is a wall broadcast plasma-tube instrument, and it has the same limitations
as the Photon Genie by the same manufacturer. Like the Genie, there is only a single frequency
with no expanded control features. Many users report the direct-contact Photon Genie to be a
more effective instrument.
NOTE: ANY broadcast instrument such as the Photon Genius has severe problems with signal-loss
and signal distortion even across a few feet distance, especially in our cell phone/EMF- polluted
world. With broadcasting, independent testing has shown that lymphatic drainage is severely
minimized compared to direct contact Plasma Tubes. When you double the broadcast distance
the signal-loss is squared.
These same broadcast limitations distortion also apply to the Vibe Machine, Novalite and
even the upgraded version TeslaStar. These instruments are stand-up broadcasters which have
large diameter plasma-tubes and a Pulsed EMF coil. They are nice additions in a clinical setting,
but they are up to 4 times the cost AND again, direct contact glass plasma-tubes always deliver
frequencies and cleanse the fluids & tissues much more purely and effectively. The Pulsed
Magnetic Field component in general provides more of a “spa effect” rather than quickly
addressing symptoms. Magnetic field broadcasting is severely weakened with distance.
The Light Beam Generator and the high-priced ST-8 model lack sufficient focused penetration
with an array of lower wattage plasma-tube applicators. It has a more diffuse effect on the
lymphatic system AND lacks the RF Sound Probe component,
The BCX Ultra uses radio frequencies to ionize the Plasma Tubes which does not provide the
fundamental value of the Photon Sound Beam and ANY effective vibrational energy technology
which is Plasma-Electricity from Electric Plasma Tubes NOTE: RF ionization is a component

already included in the PSB Infinity RF. A second BCX Ultra component is a Metal Rod/Pad
Rife/Crane instrument which does not clean the lymph and tissues and distorts the frequencies.
See PSB vs Rife Technology. We have added this component to the PSB Infinity RF with our
special order Lifepulse Pro for those insisting on including it.
Our clinical model, the PSB Infinity RF adds additional components to the PSB XII. It adds
Radiowave Ionization of the glass Plasma-Tubes, an LCD display, and full-frequency selection &
programming, and includes the Electroherbalism Frequency Lists book. The unique RF Ionization
of the Plasma-Tubes allopathically (more aggressively) eliminates the parasites and pathogens
with deep frequency penetration. The Infinity RF is highly recommended for chronic or acute
issues or for practitioners treating a variety of conditions. Users have reported the extra benefit
of enhanced RF-penetration of frequencies using 60 Selections of Frequency Programs especially
in urban EMF & frequency -polluted settings.
Integrated Healing Systems continues to offer lifetime technical support of our technologies, as
well as a 2 year warranty, and holistic health consultations. We are always available to discuss
any technology.
We are fortunate to have had contact with practitioners and clients from all over the world during
these last few decades. This clinical feedback, experiential knowledge and the contribution
by our amazing engineers has generated an effective plasma-electrical Rife/Lakhovsky
technology -- instruments which are which are easy-to-use and very fast-acting on a wide range
of issues for a reasonable price.

